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Question 1 Give reasons 

1. Solids are incompressible. 

2. Cooking rice takes more time in Darjeeling than in Jamshedpur. 

3. The boiling point of salty water is more than 100◦ C.  

4. We cool a glass of hot milk by keeping it under a moving fan . 

5.The wet clothes take less time to dry when spread out compared to when it is folded up.  

6. We can get the smell of the naphthalene balls when the woolen clothes are taken out in winters from 

the boxes but cannot see them.  

7. On adding salt to water, the taste of water changes but we cannot see the salt molecules. 

8. Spirit kept in an open bottle evaporates much faster than water kept in the same bottle. 

Question 2. Study the given observation when a given solid is heated. 

Time (in 
minutes) 

Temperature of 
the solid (in ◦ C) 

 0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
60 
60 
60 
60 
65 
70 
75 
80 

 a)  Mention the change of state involved. Name the process. 

b) Do the kinetic energy , intermolecular space and intermolecular force of the molecules increase or 

decrease? 

c) If you observe carefully the temperature does not rise after ______◦ C for some time. What do you 

conclude? 

d) After the whole solid melts, what change do you observe in the temperature of the solid? 

e) Find out the freezing point of the melted solid as mentioned above.  
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STD VIII - ECOSYSTEM 
 
Answer the following questions. 
Question-1 

i. Define an ecosystem. 

ii. Write the biotic and abiotic components of a forest ecosystem. 

iii. What are decomposers? 

iv. Give 2 examples of scavengers. 

Question-2 Explain the terms. 

i. Food chain 

ii. Food web 

iii. Primary Consumers 

iv. Predation 

v. Detritivores 

Question-3 

i. Differentiate between symbiosis and parasitism by giving suitable examples. 

ii. Give 2 examples each of flora and fauna of tropical rain forest. 

iii. Name them. 

1. Naturally occurring plants in a particular area 

2. Animals naturally living in a particular area 

3. Living components of an ecosystem 

4. Non-living components of an ecosystem 

5. All plant eating animals are ranked as- 

Question-4 

i. Draw a flow chart of a food chain till 5th trophic level. 

ii. Write 2 ways by which we can conserve ecosystem. 

iii. Food web is better than food chain. 
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FOOD PRODUCTION AND AGRICULTURE 
 

1. Answer the following-          [10] 

i. State 2 uses of bacteria in the food industry. 

ii. State the importance of yeast in breweries and bakeries. 

iii. What is ‘organic farming’? How is manure prepared for it? 

iv. State the importance of ‘operation flood.’ 

v. State the names and a use of any 2 products of apiculture. 

2. Differentiate between the following-       [6] 

i. Cash crops / food crops 

ii. Kharif crops / rabi crops 

iii. Green revolution /white revolution 

iv. Droughts breeds /  dairy breeds 

v. Mariculture /sericulture 

vi. Layers / broilers 

3. State 2 examples of-        [4] 

i. Fresh water fishes- 

ii. Varieties of silk- 

iii. Exotic breeds of fowl- 

iv. Breeds of buffalos 
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                                     THE AGE OF REVOLUTIONS 

 

a) How many colonies emerged along the east coast of North America in the middle of the 18th century? 

b) Which products exported only to England and that too at prices fixed by the British government? 

c) What act was passed in 1765 by the British Parliament?  

d) What is the ‘Bill of Rights’? 

e) Name the three estates or classes and explain each of them. 

f) Name the intellectual philosophers who inspired the people to rise all form of inequality,injustice and 

corruption. 

g) Who was the first consul of France? 

h) Which battle shattered Napoleon’s dream of returning to power? 

i) There were many causes that led to the French Revolution. With reference to this discuss the following  :  

I) Political Causes 

II) Economic Causes 

j) The National Assembly established a Republican Government in France in this context discuss the following : 

I) Impact of the Revolution outside France 

II) Impact of the Revolution inside France 
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TOPIC – INTEGERS 

Refer to the given links before solving the sums 

https://youtu.be/S3IEeCyUWWA 

https://youtu.be/g5ZGDNxJwxA 

Activity- Make an attractive greeting card  of any size and colour for your friend showing all the laws of 

Exponents. This will be a part of your Maths Assignment. Staple this with your assignment and submit after 

the school re opens. 

 

Evaluate- 

a.  23 x 22      k.  (80 + 50 + 90)2  

b.  (200)2      l.    20 x 2-1 

c. 25 ÷ 23      m.  If 576 = 2m x 3k, then find the value of m and k. 

d  (-3)3      n.  If 216 = (x)3, then find the value of x. 

e.  (-3)4      o.  20 + 21 +22 + 23       

f.  (22)3      p.  53 -52-51- 50  

g. (5)-3      q. If ((10)2)3 = (10)x = y , then find the values of x and y. 

h.  (8 x 125)1/3      r.  If (10000)3/4 = (10) x, then find the value of x. 

i. (1234) 0      s. If 640 = (m) 7 x (n)1, then find the values of m and n. 

j.  (80 x 230 x 60)     t. (625 ÷ 10000)1/2 = 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/S3IEeCyUWWA
https://youtu.be/g5ZGDNxJwxA
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1. Gangetic  Dolphin 

2. South Africa 

3. Oman 

4. J K Rowling 

5. Capital-Male  Currency-Rufiyaa 

6. b) Nitrogen 

7. c) Sir Frank Whittle 

8. BCCI 

9. Sarayu 

10. b) Measles 

11. Mangalyaan 

12. TVS 

 

X_______________________________X_______________________X 

 


